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1 Introdution

The PROMCOR ode is inherited from PROM5 ode and treats models where the ther-

modynami parameters only depend on the distane from the Sun enter. It is valid only

for (oronal) media optially thin in all lines and ontinua. PROMCOR desribes Non-LTE

(NLTE) radiative transfer (1D) for hydrogen atom using partial frequeny redistribution for

resonane lines of hydrogen. We solve the equations of radiative transfer (here limited to a

simple integration), statistial equilibrium of level populations, and ionization equilibrium

for the hydrogen atom using an iterative method.

For a given model of atmosphere de�ned by temperature, T , pressure, P , miroturbulent

veloity, V , and distane along the line-of-sight (LOS), the formation of hydrogen line is

onsidered. Thus, we obtain the eletron density, the neutral Hydrogen density (and onse-

quently the ionization degree) and the emergent intensities for hydrogen lines.

PROMCOR, adapted to gfortran ompiler, is available from MEDOC website:

https://ido.ias.u-psud.fr/MEDOC/Radiative transfer odes

In the following setions, we will explain in details the PROMCOR ode (hydrogen): mod-

eling, implemented equations, algorithm, numerial methods, et.

2 Desription of PROMCOR ode

Nature of the physial problem: Computation of the neutral H population levels in an opti-

ally thin medium. Derivation of the emission in main transition lines

Restritions on the omplexity of the problem: PROMCOR treats the hydrogen atom only

Other relevant information:

- The atmosphere model parameters onsidered here vary radially

- Partial frequeny redistribution (PRD) is used for resonane lines of hydrogen, while for

the other lines and ontinua omplete frequeny redistribution (CRD) is used

Authors: J-C. Vial and M. Chane-Yook

Program available from:

https://ido.ias.u-psud.fr/MEDOC/Radiative transfer odes

Computer(s) on whih program has been tested: PC with 4 Intel proessors ( 2.67GHz)

Operating System(s) for whih version of program has been tested: Linux
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Programming language used: Adapted in Fortran 90 for gfortran ompiler

Status: Stable

Aessibility: open (MEDOC)

No. of ode lines in ombined program and test dek: ∼ 6000

Typial running time: 6 s for one atmosphere model with about 30 points along the half

LOS

Referene:

J-C. Vial and M. Chane-Yook, Neutral Hydrogen and its Emission Lines in the Solar Corona,

Solar Phys., Submitted, 2016

3 Algorithm

PROMCOR and PROM5 algorithms are similar. For more details, see the doumentation

of PROM5.

4 Coronal modeling

Figures 1 and 2 represent respetively the image and spetra of the Lα line.

Figure 1: Observation of Lα by UVCS
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Figure 2: Lα line emission at 4 times during the observation. The initial UT time of eah

exposure and the line peak intensity are shown. The vertial axis is the spatial oordinate

along the entrane slit, and the zero marks the 1.5 Rs helioentri distane. Eah image is

saled to its brightest pixel ([6℄)
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Figure 3: Coronal modelling

The initial prominene ode, PROM5 is modi�ed as follows : instead of ool ore with

an extended PCTR (Prominene Corona Transition region), we simply have no layer with

low temperature but only a so-alled PCTR with atual oronal onditions in a spherially

symmetri on�guration where the density (only dependent of r) dereases from the impat

parameter position toward both sides of the LOS. Then, alulations an be done along the

half LOS. The medium being optially thin in all lines and in all diretions, the inident

radiation is exatly omputed at eah radial distane (see Figure 3).

We adopt the same model extension, for all LOS loated at altitudes between 1.05 and 5

Rs. This means that the boundaries along eah LOS are (symmetrially) de�ned by the last
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external layer of the radial mode.

3 models onsidered in PROMCOR are desribed in the following setions. These models

are used to produe the input model.dat �le (see setion 9). We selet one LOS : 1.05 Rs

(see setion 10 for results).

4.1 Coronal hole model from Allen (1977, [1℄)

We adopt the radial eletron density provided by Allen ([1℄, page 176, �pole min� values) to

produe the model.dat �le. We take a onstant temperature of 800 000 K.

4.2 Quiet Sun model from Allen (1977, [1℄)

We adopt the radial eletron density provided by Allen ([1℄, page 176, �equatorial min�

values) to produe the model.dat �le. We use the temperature variation with altitude of

Allen([1℄).

4.3 Streamer model from Goryaev ([10℄)

The streamer model is provided in 2D as an angular diverging slab with a Gaussian shape

with a onstant temperature of 1.43× 106 K as derived from SWAP and EIS/Hinode mea-

surements. We simpli�ed the model into a spherially symmetri one with a onstant tem-

perature of 106 K. We adopt the radial eletron density formula provided by Equation 16

and Table 2 from Goryaev ([10℄) to produe the model.dat �le.

5 Bound-Free and Bound-Bound transitions

The transitions used in PROMCOR ode are Bound-Free and Bound-Bound transitions. For

more details, see the doumentation of PROM5.

6 Atomi struture of hydrogen

The transitions for hydrogen are summarized in Table 1. NN is the number of energy levels,

inluding the treshold level ontinuum, bound levels limit (∞). NTT = NN × (NN − 1)/2
is the total number of transitions, NTAC = NN − 1 is the number of ontinua (bound-free

transitions) and NTAR = NTT −NTAC is the number of lines (bound-bound transitions).

In PROMCOR, NN = 21 (20 niveaux et 1 ontinu).

7 Population equations

For more details, see the doumentation of PROM5.
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Transition Lower level Upper level Transition name Wavelength λ(Å)
1 1 2 Ly − α 1215

2 1 3 Ly − β 1025

3 2 3 H − α 6564

4 1 4 Ly − γ 972

5 2 4 H − β 4862

6 3 4 Pa− α 18756

7 1 5 Ly − δ 949

8 2 5 H − γ 4341

9 3 5 Pa− β 12821

10 4 5 Br − α 6563

11 1 6 Ly − ǫ 973

12 2 6 H − δ 4102

13 3 6 Pa− γ 10935

14 4 6 Br − β 4861

15 5 6 Pf − α 7460

16 1 7 Ly − 6 931

17 2 7 H − ǫ 3971

... ... ... ... ...

NTAR + 1 1 NN Lyman ontinuum 911

NTAR + 2 2 NN Balmer ontinuum 3645

... ... ... ... ...

NTT = NN − 1 NN

Table 1: Main transitions for hydrogen

8 Formalism used for radiative transfer

The intensities are set sine the medium is optially thin in all transitions. With these

intensities, we ompute the radiative transition rates. We start from an arbitrary eletron

density (half of the hydrogen density) to determine the ollisional rates. Then, we solve the

statistial equilibrium equations to determine hydrogen level populations and obtain new

eletron densities. The hydrogen densities are adjusted in order to satisfy the pressure equi-

librium ondition. After �ve iterations, we obtain hydrogen and eletron densities whih are

onsistent with the intensities.

The inident intensities are used as boundary onditions. The Lyman-α and β lines are

treated aording to standard partial redistribution, while omplete redistribution is assumed

for other lines. Sine the geometry is symmetrial, omputations are performed along half

the LOS only. These omputations produe a new set of intensities, whih in turn yields

new radiative rates, and new populations through the statistial equilibrium equations. In

pratie, �net radiative rates� (not explained here) in lines are used to ontrol the onver-
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gene, with the help of relaxation parameters. This proess is applied many times before new

hydrogen and eletron densities are omputed to satisfy pressure and ionization equilibria.

The proess stops when the onvergene is reahed i.e. after a total number of 40 itera-

tions over a maximum of 400 iterations.

9 Subroutine desriptions

PROMCOR ode starts by reading the input �le �model.dat�, by alling the main subrou-

tine (P5EXE), by produing the output �les suh as line pro�les given as data (�pro�l.dat�)

and by alling visualization subroutines (PSDEB, VISU21L, PSFIN). In setion 9.2, eah

subroutine is explained in details.

Input �les for PROMCOR:

⋆ intin.dat : we use the same �le as PROM5 to de�ne 10 half-pro�les of the hromo-

spheri illuminating lines

⋆ model.dat : �le inluding the number of integration points (NZ = 30), altitude of the
LOS (km) and 4 olumns of data. The �rst olumn orresponds to temperature T (

◦K),
the seond olumn to pressure P (dyn.cm−2

), the third olumn to the grid of distane

along the LOS (km) and the fourth olumn to miroturbulent veloity (km.s−1
). The

�le model.dat orresponds to either the oronal hole model (see setion 4.1), or the

quiet Sun model (see setion 4.2) or the streamer model (see setion 4.3) at a given

altitude of the LOS.

Output �les for PROMCOR:

⋆ pro�l.dat: line half-pro�les given as data

⋆ pro�l.ps: line half-pro�les as PostSript �le

In the next setion, hydrogen modeling will be explained in details, suh as all subroutines

alled by PROMCOR ode and a set of variables used in P5EXE subroutine.

9.1 Set of variables used in P5EXE subroutine

• IVERT=1 by default in PROMCOR

• NZ=30: number of integration points given by input �le �model.dat�

• NFR=35: number of frequenies in a line
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• NMU=1

• NPSOR=201: number of points for the visualization of line pro�les

• NFRC=20: number of frequenies in a ontinuum

• NTAB=11: size of the temperature array TAB (for the omputation of ollision rate

oe�ients)

• NINF: transition lower level

• NSUP: transition upper level

• ITP: to indiate if the transition is allowed or forbidden

• IOPRN = 1: omplete redistribution (CRD), IOPRN =3: partial redistribution (PRD),

IOPRN = 4: PRD with oherent oe�ient depending on frequeny (partiular ase

for Ly α)

• IOPERA = 1: line pro�les are printed, IOPERA = 0: line pro�les are not printed.

IOPERA is linked to DL2 (see below)

• DL1: x-axis (�rst wavelengths) for line pro�les (visualization)

• DL2: y-axis (last wavelengths) for line pro�les (visualization)

• IOPMRU = 1: only one redistribution matrix is omputed for eah transition (the

same matrix is used for all meshs), IOPMRU = 0: all the redistribution matries are

omputed for eah transition (the same matrix is used for all meshs)

• EPS and BEN: line oupling oe�ients

• CSI0 and ETA0: parameters for ontinua whih are equivalent to EPS and EPSxBEN

for lines

• GIBAR: mean intensity weighted by absorption pro�le

• IOPECO: equivalent to IOPERA for ontinua

• IOPFEV: option for omputing variable Eddington fators

• IPROF = 1: optial depths are printed. If not, IPROF = 0

• IOPMIC = 1: miroturbulent pressure is taken aount. If not, IOPMIC = 0

• NVLI: number of lines to visualize

• IVHYD: visualization option for hydrogen
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• INIDLD: option for initializing automatially Doppler widths from temperature of

referene TEREF (for graphi representation)

• IOPCAC = 0: without ontinuum absorption, IOPCAC = 3: ontinuum absorption is

inluded in omputations

• IOPEAC: prints ontinuum absorption

• IOPATM: prints atmosphere parameters

• IOPTTC: prints ontinuum transition rates

• PMU=1: value of µ

• IVTR: visualization index for radiative transfer

• ETOT: total energy emitted by prominene for a line

• RDMAT: redistribution matrix

• AJI: Einstein A oe�ient i.e. spontaneous emission

• BJI, BIJ: Einstein B oe�ients for absorption and indued emission proesses

• CIJ, CJI: ollisional exitation/deexitation oe�ients

• CAC: ontinuum absorption oe�ient

• TR: radiation temperature for bound-free transition

• FADIR: dilution fator for lines

• FADIC: dilution fator for ontinua

• CPOL: polynomial oe�ients of degree 5 used in the omputations of dilution fators

(array size : NCMX)

• FEVK and FEVL, FKTC and FLTC : variable Eddington fators (resp. lines and

ontinua)

• HIEMC: intensity emitted in the ontinuum

• RIK, RKI: radiative transition rates

• FIIR, FISR: lower and upper inident line �ux

• FRR: frequeny in the line
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• Atmosphere parameters (array size NZ) : XM (olumn-mass), Z (position), TE (tem-

perature), PG (gas pressure), VT (miroturbulent veloity), HNH (hydrogen density:

number of atoms per unit volume), HNE (eletron density)

• NTR et NTC: disrete and bound-free transition numbers

• ICTR and ICTC: ontrol index for lines and ontinua

• FRN: level frequeny

• XFR and XFRC: division model in frequeny for lines and ontinua

• BRN and BRP: net radiative braket before and after omputations (they are used to

ontrol the onvergene)

• SR and SC: line and ontinuum soure funtions

• STR: total soure funtion (for line and ontinuum)

• CARR: line absorption oe�ient

• COHER: oherent oe�ient

• OIS: ollisional ionization rate oe�ient

9.2 Hydrogen model (Johnson model, [16℄ )

For more details on the Hydrogene modeling (desription of the subroutines alled in PROM-

COR), see the doumentation of PROM5.

10 Results for hydrogen lines

The half-pro�les are given for an altitude of the LOS equal to 1.5 Rs, with VT = 5 km.s−1
.

Streamer, quiet Sun and oronal models for twenty LOS are stored in the folder results

when you download the pakage soure �le PROMCOR.tgz from the MEDOC website.

10.1 Coronal hole model from Allen (1977, [1℄)

E is the integrated energy in erg s

−1
m

−2
sr

−1
.
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Figure 4: Half-pro�le of Lα (1215 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 5: Half-pro�le of Lβ (1025 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 6: Half-pro�le of Hα (6564 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 7: Half-pro�le of Lγ (972 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 8: Half-pro�le of Hβ (4862 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 9: Half-pro�le of Pa− α (18756 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 10: Half-pro�le of Hγ (4341 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 11: Half-pro�le of Pa− β (12821 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 12: Half-pro�le of Hδ line (4102 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 13: Half-pro�le of Hǫ line (3971 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

10.2 Quiet Sun model from Allen (1977, [1℄)

E is the integrated energy in erg s

−1
m

−2
sr

−1
.
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Figure 14: Half-pro�le of Lα (1215 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 15: Half-pro�le of Lβ (1025 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 16: Half-pro�le of Hα (6564 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 17: Half-pro�le of Lγ (972 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 18: Half-pro�le of Hβ (4862 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 19: Half-pro�le of Pa−α (18756 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 20: Half-pro�le of Hγ (4341 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 21: Half-pro�le of Pa− β (12821 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 22: Half-pro�le of Hδ line (4102 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 23: Half-pro�le of Hǫ line (3971 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

10.3 Streamer model from Goryaev ([10℄)

E is the integrated energy in erg s

−1
m

−2
sr

−1
.
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Figure 24: Half-pro�le of Lα (1215 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 25: Half-pro�le of Lβ (1025 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 26: Half-pro�le of Hα (6564 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 27: Half-pro�le of Lγ (972 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 28: Half-pro�le of Hβ (4862 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 29: Half-pro�le of Pa−α (18756 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 30: Half-pro�le of Hγ (4341 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 31: Half-pro�le of Pa− β (12821 Å) line for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded
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Figure 32: Half-pro�le of Hδ line (4102 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

Figure 33: Half-pro�le of Hǫ line (3971 Å) for LOS at 1.05 Rs. On the left, ontinuum

absorption is omitted. On the right, ontinuum absorption is inluded

11 Running PROMCOR

• Download the pakage PROMCOR.tgz from MEDOC website:

https://ido.ias.u-psud.fr/MEDOC/Radiative transfer odes/PROMCOR

• gfortran ompiler is required.
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• Unpak the pakage by typing the following linux ommand:

tar -xvzf PROMCOR.tgz

• Go to folder PROMCOR:

d PROMCOR

• The folder ontains the following �les: intin.dat, model.dat, make�le, promor.f90

• Run the ode by typing:

make

./promor

• The ouput �les are: pro�l.dat, pro�l.ps

• The folder results ontains the output �les orresponding to a test ase to be able to

hek if your results are good.

12 CPU time

On a PC with 4 Intel proessors (2.67 GHz), the CPU time for PROMCOR ode with the

oronal hole model (�model.dat�) is: 6 s.
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